PLAN OF AMERY TWP.
PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION
DISTRICT OF COCHRANE.

SCALE: 40 CHAINS TO AN INCH.

Approximate line of Northern Boundary of Township.

Township Withdrawn
From Staking
Mar. 27, 1913
Surveyed July 30, 1913

ALL deposits of clays, allite sands, gypsum, marl, and shale in that part of this township, belonging in part, owned by Indemnatory License 23012, dated June 25, 1925.

Garden Twp.
Hambly Twp.
PLAN OF
AMERY TWP.
PORTUPINE MINING DIVISION
DISTRICT OF COCHRANE.

SCALE 40 CHAINS TO AN INCH

Approximate Line of Northern Boundaries of Township

-EXPLORATORY LICENSE OF OCCUPATION-
No.14900 (Gas & Oil Only)
Conveyed June 20, 1976

EXPLORATORY LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
No.14900 (Gas & Oil Only)
Conveyed June 20, 1976

EXPLORATORY LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
No.14900 (Gas & Oil Only)
Conveyed June 20, 1976

NOTE:
400' Surface Rights Reservation
around all Lakes and Rivers.

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEY AND MAPPING BRANCH
M.628
ONTARIO